
A Hunter's Guide to Deer Hunting in New
Zealand
New Zealand is a hunter's paradise, with a wide variety of deer species to
hunt. The country's diverse landscape offers a range of hunting
opportunities, from the lush forests of the North Island to the rugged
mountains of the South Island. Whether you're a seasoned hunter or a
novice, New Zealand has something to offer everyone.
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Deer Species

There are ten species of deer in New Zealand, including:

Red deer

Sika deer

Fallow deer

Rusa deer
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Tahr

Chamois

Himalayan tahr

Nilgai

Chital

Axis deer

The most popular deer species to hunt in New Zealand are red deer, sika
deer, and fallow deer. Red deer are the largest deer in New Zealand, with
males weighing up to 300 pounds. Sika deer are smaller than red deer, with
males weighing up to 150 pounds. Fallow deer are the smallest of the three
species, with males weighing up to 100 pounds.

Hunting Seasons

The deer hunting season in New Zealand runs from March 1st to October
31st. However, the best time to hunt deer is during the roar, which occurs
from March to April. During the roar, male deer are more vocal and active,
making them easier to find and hunt.

Hunting Methods

There are a variety of hunting methods that can be used to hunt deer in
New Zealand. The most common methods are:

Still hunting

Stalking

Spot and stalk



Driving

Still hunting involves sitting in one spot and waiting for deer to come to you.
Stalking involves slowly and quietly moving through the forest in search of
deer. Spot and stalk involves using binoculars or a spotting scope to locate
deer before stalking them. Driving involves using a group of people to drive
deer towards a waiting hunter.

Planning Your Trip

If you're planning a deer hunting trip to New Zealand, there are a few things
you'll need to do to prepare.

Obtain a hunting license. You can purchase a hunting license online
or at any Department of Conservation office.

Choose a hunting area. There are a variety of hunting areas available
in New Zealand. You can choose to hunt on public land or on private
land.

Book a hunting guide. If you're a novice hunter, it's a good idea to
book a hunting guide. A guide can help you find deer and ensure that
you have a safe and successful hunting experience.

Pack for the weather. The weather in New Zealand can be
unpredictable, so it's important to pack for all types of weather.

Tips for Hunting Deer in New Zealand

Here are a few tips to help you have a successful deer hunting trip in New
Zealand:



Be patient. Deer hunting can be a slow and challenging process. It's
important to be patient and to not get discouraged if you don't see any
deer right away.

Be quiet. Deer have excellent hearing, so it's important to be quiet
when you're hunting. Avoid talking or making loud noises.

Be observant. Pay attention to your surroundings and look for signs of
deer, such as tracks, droppings, and rubs.

Take your time. Don't rush your shots. Take your time and make sure
that you have a clear shot before you pull the trigger.

Deer hunting in New Zealand is a challenging and rewarding experience.
With a little planning and preparation, you can have a successful hunting
trip. Just remember to be patient, be quiet, and be observant. And most
importantly, enjoy the experience!
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Dead Serious: Breaking the Cycle of Teen
Suicide
Teen suicide is a serious problem. In the United States, suicide is the
second leading cause of death for people aged 15 to 24. Every year,
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